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THE GROTHENDIECK GROUP OF ALGEBRAIC STACKS
TORSTEN EKEDAHL
Abstrat. We introdue a Grothendiek group of algebrai staks (with ane stabilisers)
analogous to the Grothendiek group of algebrai varieties. We then identify it with a ertain
loalisation of the Grothendiek group of algebrai varieties. Several invariants of elements
in this group are disussed. The most important is an extension of the Euler harateristi
(of ohomology with ompat support) but in harateristi zero we introdue invariants
whih are able to distinguish between lasses with the same Euler harateristi. These
invariants are atually dened on the ompleted loalised Grothendiek ring of varieties
used in motivi integration. In partiular we show that there are PSLn-torsors of varieties
whose lass in the ompleted loalised Grothendiek ring of varieties is not the produt of
the lass of the base and the lass of PSLn.
Counting points of varieties over nite elds is both a well-established heuristi method to
guess more preise (ohomologial) statements as well as a way to obtain atual information
on the ℓ-adi Galois representation Euler harateristis. Partiularly in the latter ase what
has often been onsidered (starting at least with [HN74℄) are moduli varieties (or usually more
properly staks) where one when ounting onstantly divides by the order of some automorphism
group. There is a more diret approah to the ohomology of the moduli spaes onsidered
by Harder-Narasimhan given by Atiyah-Bott ([AB83℄). Though ompletely dierent in basi
approah it is surprisingly similar in the logi of the reursion whih indutively analyses the
strata of a stratiation. The main dierene in exeution is that point ounting allows one to
just sum up over the strata and divide by the order of a group when one is taking quotients by it.
That one an sum over the strata is essentially beause one is omputing Euler harateristis of
ohomology instead of getting hold of the atual ohomology (though a lever part of the Harder-
Narasimhan argument is that one an ompute the Betti numbers from the Galois representation
Euler harateristi in many ases by using Deligne's fundamental weight result). The seond
part is somewhat dierent as the division by the group order orresponds to a spetral sequene
involving equivariant ohomology. As this spetral sequene will in general have innite total
dimension it is not possible to diretly ompute Euler harateristis from it.
This artile started o as an attempt to set things up so that the geometrial aspets of the
point ounting of [Be06℄ ould be made more visible. For that one might want to go further than
just making a ohomologial argument as the geometri reasons are usually even of a motivi
harater.
1
Point ounting of varieties an often be made motivi by working in a Grothendiek
ring of varieties and the kind of point ounting that is involved here should be made motivi by
working in a Grothendiek ring of algebrai staks. In suh a ring the lasses of many algebrai
groups will be invertible so that one may indeed divide by them. I eventually found out that
this idea had already appeared to several people (f., [BD07, Jo07, To05℄). I believe however
that we manage to navigate the Sylla and Charibdis of these preedents to the point that the
introdution of a new Grothendiek group of algebrai staks an be argued (see the remark after
Theorem 1.2 for an extended disussion of the relations between the present approah and these
others). A more preise desription of the ontents is as follows.
The artile starts with introduing a Grothendiek ring K0(Stckk) of algebrai staks (and
some natural quotients of it) over a eld k and gives a number of situations when brations
are multipliative with respet to the lasses of the staks in this ring. It is then shown that
this Grothendiek ring is atually a spei loalisation of the Grothendiek ring K0(Spck) of
algebrai varieties. This loalisation result is then used to give an Euler harateristi of any
algebrai stak (of nite type and with ane stabilisers) in a suitably ompleted Grothendiek
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ring of mixed Galois representations or mixed Hodge strutures. It is further shown that the
image lies in a subring of this ompletion of elements of polynomial growth. This subring is
given a stronger topology than the ompletion topology. The main point about this stronger
topology is that over a nite eld the trae of the Frobenius on it is well-dened and ontinuous.
It is then shown that this trae applied to the lass of an algebrai stak is equal to the point
ount of the stak. Inspired by [BD07℄ these results are extended to ertain algebrai staks only
loally of nite type. The Euler harateristi (for ohomology with ompat support) has been
dened by extension from the spatial ase but we give the expeted omparison with the reent
denition of Laszlo and Olsson ([OL08b℄) of ohomology with ompat support for algebrai
staks.
Even though the point ounting fousses the attention on the appropriate Euler harateristi
of lasses in K0(Spck) and its variants there are other invariants suh as those of [LL04℄ and
[Po02℄ that detet elements not deteted by the Euler harateristi. The invariant of [LL04℄
does not extend to even K0(Spck)[L
−1], where L is the lass of A1, as it in fat vanishes on
L and hene annot be used for our purposes. Over the omplex numbers we show how to
extend Poonen's invariant to the ompletion of K0(Spck) and also dene some other related
invariants. We give two appliations of these invariants. One is the generalisation of Poonen's
example of zero-divisors in K0(Spck) to both its ompletion K̂0(Spck) and to K0(Stckk). The
other is showing that ontrary to the ase of GLn-torsors we do not have multipliativity for the
lasses of PSLn-torsors in K0(Spck) and its variants. This is pertinent, in the ase G = PSLn,
to the question posed by Behrend and Dhillon (f., [BD07, Rmk 2.10℄) on the relation between
K̂0(Spck) and K̂
G
0 (Spck). A more substantial use of these invariants will however be made in
[Ek09b℄ where we shall show the non-triviality of the lasses of the lassifying staks of ertain
nite groups.
At the end we make a sample omputation for the lass of the algebrai stak of smooth
proper genus 1 urves with a polarisation of degree 3.
1 Staks vs spaes
Reall that K0(Spck) is the Grothendiek group spanned by lasses {X} of algebrai k-spaes
X of nite type with the relations that {X} only depends on the isomorphism lass of X and
{X} = {Y } + {U} where Y is a losed subsheme of X and U its omplement. (Usually one
onsiders only shemes but that gives the same group, our hoie is motivated by the further
onsideration of algebrai staks whih are most losely related to algebrai spaes.) By analogy
we let K0(Stckk) be the Grothendiek group spanned by lasses {X} of algebrai staks X of
nite type over the eld k all of whose automorphism group shemes are ane (we shall assume
that the automorphism group shemes of all our staks of this type without further mention)
with relations
• {X} depends only on the isomorphism lass of X ,
• {X} = {Y}+ {U}, where Y is a losed substak of X and U its omplement and
• {E} = {X ×An}, where E → X is a vetor bundle of onstant rank n.2
As in the ase ofK0(Spck) we have a ring struture onK0(Stckk) given by {X}{Y} = {X×Y}.
Putting L := {A1}, the lass of the ane line, the last ondition above an then be rewritten
as {E} = Ln{X}. If G is a lass of onneted k-group shemes of nite type, then we dene
KG0 (Stckk) as the quotient of K0(Stckk) by the relations {Y } = {G}{X} for every G ∈ G
and every G-torsor X → Y , where X and Y are spaes. We have a unique ring struture on
KG0 (Stckk) making the quotient map K0(Stckk)→ K
G
0 (Stckk) a ring homomorphism. Note also
that if G ⊆ G′, then the quotient map K0(Stckk) → K
G′
0 (Stckk) fators through K0(Stckk) →
2
In the ase of K
0
(Spck) this relation follows from the rst two.
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KG0 (Stckk). By onsidering an algebrai spae as an algebrai stak we of ourse also get a
natural map K0(Spck)→ K0(Stckk) as well as maps K
G
0 (Spck)→ K
G
0 (Stckk) with the obvious
denition ofKG0 (Spck). We start by olleting some basi properties ofK
G
0 (Stckk) in the following
proposition.
Proposition 1.1 i) We have {GLn} = (L
n − 1)(Ln − L) · · · (Ln − Ln−1).
ii) If X → Y is a GLn-torsor of algebrai k-staks of nite type, then {X} = {GLn}{Y} ∈
K0(Stckk).
iii) If G ∈ G and X → Y is a G-torsor of algebrai k-staks of nite type, then {X} =
{G}{Y} ∈ KG0 (Stckk).
iv) If, H,N ∈ G, 1→ N → G→ H → 1 is an extension of algebrai groups and X → Y is a
G-torsor, then {X} = {G}{Y} in KG0 (Stckk).
v) If G ∈ G then {G}{BG} = 1 ∈ KG0 (Stckk).
vi) If G ∈ G, F is a G-spae, X → Y is a G-torsor of algebrai k-staks of nite type and
Z → Y the F -bration assoiated to X → Y and the G-ation on F , then {Z} = {F}{Y}.
vii) If G ∈ G, X → Y and X ′ → Y are G-torsors and Z → Y the stak of isomorphisms
X −˜→ X ′, then {Z} = {G}{Y} in KG0 (Stckk).
viii) If G ∈ G, F is a G-spae, H is an algebrai group, H → G a morphism of algebrai
groups, X → Y an H-torsor of algebrai k-staks of nite type and Z → Y the F -bration
assoiated to X → Y and the H-ation on F (given by its G-ation and the homomorphism
H → G), then {Z} = {F}{Y}.
ix) If G ∈ G and H →֒ G is a subgroup sheme, then {BH} = {G/H}{BG} ∈ KG0 (Stckk).
Proof: To start with i) we note that GLn is isomorphi to the spae of bases of A
n
. The spae
of k+1 linearly independent vetors bres over the spae of k linearly independent vetors with
total spae An times the base minus a vetor bundle of rank k. The fat that {E} = Lk{X} for
a vetor bundle E → X of rank k implies i) by indution.
As for ii) its proof is the relative version of the proof of i); we get a suession of brations
X = Xn → Xn−1 → · · · → Y, where Xk is the stak of k linearly independent vetors in the
vetor bundle assoiated to X . Eah Xk+1 → Xk is then the omplement of a vetor subbundle
in a vetor bundle and we use repeatedly the third set of dening relations of K0(Stckk) to get
that {X} = (Ln − 1)(Ln − L) · · · (Ln − Ln−1){Y}. We then use i) to onlude.
To prove iii), we start by notiing that {GLn} is invertible in K0(Stckk) for all n. Indeed,
Speck → BGLn is a GLn-torsor and hene we have 1 = {GLn}{BGLn}. In partiular for a
GLn-torsor Z → W we may write the relation of ii) as {W} = {BGLn}{Z}.
Continuing, the formula to be proved is additive in deompositions of the base Y as the union
of a losed substak and its omplement. Hene we may assume that Y is a global quotient, i.e.,
there is GLn-torsor Y → Y suh that Y is an algebrai spae. Hene we have a 2-artesian
diagram
X −−−−→ Yy y
X −−−−→ Y,
where X → Y is a G-torsor of algebrai spaes and X → X and Y → Y are GLn-torsors. This
gives {X} = {BGLn}{X} = {BGLn}{G}{Y } = {G}{Y} whih proves iii). Then, applying iii) to
the N -torsor X → X/N and to the H-torsor X/N → Y we get {X} = {N}{H}{Y} but G→ H
is an N -torsor so that {G} = {N}{H} whih gives iv). Further, v) then follows by applying iii)
to the G-torsor Speck→ BG.
Now, to prove vi), the F -bration assoiated to X → Y is the quotient F ×G X . As
the quotient map F × X → F ×G X is a G-torsor we get {F ×G X} = {BG}{F}{X} =
{BG}{F}{G}{Y} = {F}{Y}.
In vii), Z is the bration assoiated to the G×G-torsor X ×Y X
′ → Y and the G×G-spae
G×G/G, where G ⊆ G×G is the diagonal embedding. Hene, vii) follows from vi) and iv).
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Turning to viii) we note that the assoiated F -bration, F ×H X , is isomorphi to the F -
bration assoiated to the G-torsor G ×H X → Y. Hene, viii) follows from vi) applied to this
G-torsor.
Finally, ix) follows diretly from vi) applied to the H-torsor Speck→ BG and the G-spae
G/H , using that BH = G/H ×G BG.
Using the results just obtained we an obtain a preise relation between K0(Spck) and
K0(Stckk). Indeed, we let K
G
0 (Spck)
′
be the ring obtained from KG0 (Spck) by inverting L as
well as (Ln − 1) for all n > 0.
Theorem 1.2 For any G, the natural map KG0 (Spck) → K
G
0 (Stckk) indues an isomorphism
KG0 (Spck)
′ → KG0 (Stckk).
Proof: By Proposition 1.1 we have that {GLn} = (L
n−1)(Ln−L) · · · (Ln−Ln−1) is invertible
in KG0 (Stckk) whih implies that we do indeed get a fatorisation K
G
0 (Spck)
′ → KG0 (Stckk) and
we shall proeed by dening a map in the other diretion. If an algebrai stak X (of nite
type and with ane stabilisers) is a global quotient X = [X/GLn], then we would like to dene
{X} in KG0 (Spck)
′
as {X}/{GLn}. Our loalisation ensures that {GLn} is indeed invertible. If
we present X in a seond way as a global quotient X = [X ′/GLn′ ] then we may onstrut a
2-artesian diagram
X ′′ −−−−→ Xy y
X ′ −−−−→ X
and as X ′′ → X is a GLn′ -torsor and X
′′ → X ′ a GLn-torsor we get {GLn′}{X} = {X
′′} =
{GLn}{X
′} whih gives the independene. In the general ase we stratify a stak X by global
quotients and sum up. To show well-denedness we may assume that X is a global quotient and
we get what we want by the independene just proved.
Remark: As mentioned in the introdution this theorem is already impliitly, though it seems
not expliitly, in the literature. In [BD07℄ the authors assoiate to ertain algebrai staks
(inluding those of nite type with ane stabilisers) an element in K̂0(Cohk). An analysis
of the proof shows that if one restrits oneself to nite type staks then one need only invert
L and L
n − 1 in K0(Spck) for the onstrution to work. In any ase the ruial point, that
{X}{GLn}
−1
only depends on the stak [X/GLn] and not on the atual ation of GLn on the
algebrai spae X is to be found in [BD07℄. This is also [Jo07, Prop. 4.8℄ (though formally
only in K0(Stckk)
⊗
Q). Finally, one an obtain the map K0(Stckk)→ K0(Spck)
′
by inluding
algebrai staks in the larger ategory of n-staks and using Toën's n-analogue, [To05, Thm 3.10℄,
of the theorem. However, it seems worthwhile to give an expliit denition of a Grothendiek
group of algebrai staks whose relations are simpler than a restrition of the relations of Toën
to the ase of 1-staks. Also giving a diret proof of the theorem is arguably more onvenient
for the reader than a pieing together of the arguments found in [BD07℄and [Jo07℄. Note also
that parts of Proposition 1.1 are also impliitly in the quoted soures (or analogues in the ase
of [BD07℄).
It is not at all lear how drasti the passage from K0(Spck) to K0(Spck)
′
is, we don't for
instane know anything about the kernel of the loalisation map K0(Spck) → K0(Spck)
′
. The
following proposition gives a small amount of information.
Proposition 1.3 Suppose that ϕ(x) and ρ(x) are integer polynomials. If ϕ(L) divides ρ(L)
in K0(Spck), then ϕ(x) divides ρ(x). In partiular the only integer polynomials in L that are
invertible in K0(Spck) resp. K0(Stckk) are ±1 resp. produts of L and ylotomi polynomials.
Proof: Assume that ρ(L) = ϕ(L)x for some x ∈ K0(Spck). Applying χc (whose denition
is realled below) we get an equation ρ(q) = ϕ(q)y in K0(Cohk). We now argue by indution
on the degree of ρ. Let y′ be the term of highest weight part of y and anq
n
the highest degree
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term of ϕ(q). Then anq
ny′ is the highest weight part of ρ(q) and is hene of the form bmq
m
,
where ρ is of degree m. As q is invertible we get anq
n−my′ = bm. As K0(Cohk) is a free abelian
group (free on the irreduible Galois representations or rational Hodge strutures) we get that
an divides bm. Thus we get ρ− (an/bm)q
n−mϕ(q) = ϕ(q)(y − (an/bm)q
n−m) and the indution
assumption implies that ϕ divides ρ. The rest of the proposition follows from the rst part (using
that K0(Stckk) = K0(Spck)
′
).
Now, let Zar = Zark be the lass of onneted nite type group shemes for whih torsors over
any (nitely generated) extension eld of k are trivial. We have of ourse that GLn, SLn ∈ Zar
but the following proposition provides more examples.
Proposition 1.4 i) We have that K0(Stckk) = K
Zar
0 (Stckk).
ii) Let L be a nite dimensional k-algebra. Then L∗, the group sheme of invertible elements
of L, belongs to Zar.
iii) Zar is losed under extensions.
Proof: For i) using Theorem 1.2 it is enough to show that for any G ∈ Zar and any G-torsor
X → Y of algebrai k-spaes of nite type we have that {X} = {G}{Y } ∈ K0(Spck). It is
enough to nd a stratiation of Y suh that the torsor is trivial over any stratum. We do
this by Noetherian indution using that over eah generi point of Y the torsor is trivial by
assumption and the trivialisation an be extended to an open subset of Y .
For a k-eld K, L∗-torsors over K orrespond to LK-modules loally free of rank 1 and suh
modules are indeed free whih proves ii).
The fat that Zar is losed under extensions is lear.
Remark: Over an algebraially losed eld the groups in Zar are preisely the speial groups
in the sense of [SC58, Exp. 1℄. Indeed, a slight modiation of the proof of [lo. it., Thm 1℄
shows that a group G ∈ Zar is ane (and onneted) and to show that it is speial it sues by
[lo. it., Thm 2℄ to show that GLn → GLn/G is Zariski loally trivial but as observed after that
theorem this follows from the existene of a rational setion whih in turn it has as G ∈ Zar. The
third part of the proposition is, again in the algebraially losed ase, [lo. it., Lemme 6℄ while
the seond is in [Jo07℄. Note that while the proof of these results in the non-algebraially losed
ase are the same as for the algebraially losed ase some are has to be taken. For instane
[lo. it., Prop. 14℄, that solvable onneted groups are speial, is not true in general. There are
in fat tori over suitable elds that are not speial (or in Zar) and over non-perfet elds there
are also non-speial onneted unipotent algebrai groups.
2 Euler harateristis and point ounting
We start by realling the denition of the Euler harateristi of elements of K0(Spck) and
K̂0(Spck). Reall that the Euler harateristi of ohomology with ompat support is additive
over a deomposition of an algebrai spae into a losed subspae and its omplement. This
means that this Euler harateristi gives a map from K0(Spck). We want the reipient group
to be an appropriate Grothendiek group of ohomology groups with extra struture. When
k = C one suh hoie is the Grothendiek group of (polarisable) mixed Hodge strutures (and
when k = R one ould onsider mixed Hodge strutures with a omplex onjugation). For a
general eld we would like to use ations of Galois groups of nitely generated subelds of k.
To be able to get the needed funtoriality as well as to have a notion of mixedness we need to
spread out even further. Hene we shall be onsidering the ategory that is the diret limit of the
ategory of loal Qℓ-systems on (spetra of) nitely generated subrings of k. In onrete Galois-
theoreti terms this means the following: Fixing an algebrai losure k¯ of k we an onsider,
for eah nitely generated subring S of k, the fundamental group π1(SpecS, s), where s is
the omposite Spec k¯ → Speck → SpecS. An objet in the ategory is then a ontinuous
nite-dimensional Qℓ-representation of π1(SpecS, s) for some S. A morphism between two suh
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representations assoiated to R and S is then a hoie of a T ontaining both R and S and
a map between the indued π1(SpecT, t)-representations. Suh a representation is mixed if,
after possibly extending S, it is a suessive extension of pure representations. A representation
is pure (of weight n) if for every losed point x of SpecS, the eigenvalues of the (geometri)
Frobenius map assoiated to x are algebrai numbers all of whose (arhimedean) absolute values
are equal to qn/2, where q = |k(x)|. Note that when S is normal (whih an be insured by
extending S) the map Gal(K/K)→ π1(SpecS, s), where K is the fration eld of S and K the
algebrai losure of K in k¯, is surjetive. Hene π1(SpecS, s)-representations an be thought of
as Gal(K/K)-representations for whih the kernel of Gal(K/K) → π1(SpecS, s) ats trivially.
In this way our objets an indeed be thought of as Galois representations for nitely generated
subelds of k. When k is algebraially losed things an be made even more onrete: One
hooses a nitely generated subring S of k and onsiders representations of open subgroups of
π1(SpecS, s) where morphisms are only required to ommute with the elements of some open
subgroup. In the general ase one does not allow all open subgroups but only some. If one does
not wish to take this diret limit of ategories of mixed representations over nitely generated
subelds one may instead dene K0(Cohk) as follows:
• If k is a nitely generated eld, then K0(Cohk) is the Grothendiek group of the ategory of
mixed Gal(k¯/k)-representations, i.e., Qℓ-representations Gal(k¯/k)→ GL(V ) whih fator
through a quotient Gal(k¯/k) → π1(S, k¯), where S is a normal integral sheme with k as
funtion eld of nite type over Z and whih are mixed. This group does not depend on k¯
and is funtorial for eld inlusions.
• For a general eld K0(Cohk) := lim−→K
K0(CohK), where K runs over nitely generated
subelds of k.
In any ase we shall use K0(Cohk) to denote the Grothendiek group of either mixed Galois
Qℓ-representations as above or when k = C (k = R) the mixed polarisable Hodge strutures
(resp. those provided with a omplex onjugation). The additivity of the Euler harateristi
(of ohomology with ompat support) an then be formulated as saying that it gives a ring
homomorphism χc : K0(Spck) → K0(Cohk) (where the ring struture on K0(Cohk) is indued
by the tensor produt of representations). Note also that the Euler harateristi is multipliative
for torsors over a onneted group sheme (indeed all higher diret images of a onstant sheaf are
onstant as they beome onstant after a base hange with onneted bres) so that χc fators
over a χc : K
G
0 (Spck)→ K0(Cohk) for an arbitrary G.
Now, χc(L) is invertible but χc(L
n−1) is not. In order for us to be able to use Theorem 1.2 to
extend χc toK0(Stckk) we ould of ourse just invert the χc(L
n−1). However, we shall follow the
established road of making a ompletion instead. For this note that as every ohomology objet
has nite length and the simple objets are pure of some weight, K0(Cohk) is graded by weight.
Hene, the ompletion, whih ompletes with respet to the weight ltration in the diretion of
negative weights is very benign in that it just replaes nite sums with sums unbounded in the
negative diretion. We shall use K̂0(Cohk) to denote this ompletion. Putting q := χc(L) we
then have χc(L
n − 1) = qn − 1 whih is invertible with inverse q−n + q−2n + · · · so that we do
indeed get an extension χc : K0(Stckk)→ K̂0(Cohk).
We now want to ompare this with the proess of point ounting. Hene, if F is a nite eld
we have a map | − | : K0(StckF)→ Q by assoiating to an algebrai stak (of nite type) X the
mass of the essentially nite groupoid X (F) (the mass of an essentially nite groupoid is the
sum over its isomorphism lasses of 1 over the order of the automorphism groups). On the other
hand, for an element
∑
i≤N ai of K̂0(CohF) (with ai pure of weight i) one an onsider the sum∑
i≤N Tr(ai) where Tr: K0(CohF) → Q¯ is the map that takes a Galois representation to the
trae of the ation of the Frobenius element (where we have xed one and for all an embedding
of the algebrai numbers of Qℓ into Q¯). In general this sum will not be onvergent and one needs
to add some onditions on a sum in order to be allowed to take its trae. In [BD07℄ the authors
use what seems essentially to be the weakest possible ondition namely that the sum is absolutely
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onvergent. However, this seems to me to be too ad ho, for instane possibly depending on the
preise nite eld that one is onsidering and also makes sense only when the base eld is nite.
I instead propose the following approah:
Given a k-sheme X of nite type and an integer n we dene wn(X) to be
∑
i wn(H
i
c(X)),
where wn(H
i
c(X)) is the dimension of the part of H
i
c(X) of weight n (note that in the ase when
k equals C or R this is not ambiguous as the weight ltration on the lassial ohomology is
ompatible with that on étale ohomology). We then dene, for x ∈ K0(Spck) w
′
n(x) to be the
minimum of
∑
k wn(Xk) where
∑
k±{Xk} runs over all representatives of x as a signed sum
of lasses of shemes. Note that wn+2(X × A
1) = wn(X) and thus w
′
n+2(xL) ≤ w
′
n(x). This
means that we may put wn(x) := limk→∞ w
′
n+2k(xL
k). We now extend wn to K0(Spck)[L
−1]
by putting wn(xL
−k) := wn+2k(x) (this is onsistent as by onstrution wn+2(xL) = wn(x)
for x ∈ K0(Spck)). We learly have subadditivity for wn, wn(x ± y) ≤ wn(x) + wn(y), as
well as submultipliativity, wn(xy) ≤
∑
i+j=n wi(x)wj(y), by the Künneth formula. The next
step is to omplete K0(Spck)[L
−1] by adding equivalene lasses of Cauhy sequenes x = (xi)
fullling two onditions. The rst uses the dimension ltration {Fil≤mK0(Spck)[L
−1]} where
Fil≤mK0(Spck)[L
−1] is spanned by lasses {X}L−k with dim(X)−k ≤ m and dim(x) is the least
(possibly equal to −∞) number suh that x ∈ Fil≤mK0(Spck)[L
−1]. We then, to begin with,
demand that dim(xi − xj) → −∞ when i, j → ∞. We further impose that there be onstants
C and D both independent of i suh that wn(xi) ≤ C|n|
d + D for all n. We shall say that
suh a sequene is onvergent of uniform polynomial growth. Note that by results of Deligne (f.,
[De80, De74℄) we have that wn(x) = 0 if 2 dim(x) < n and thus (by subadditivity) for any n,
wn(xi) is eventually onstant and we may unambigously dene wn(x) as that onstant value. As
(xi) is of uniformly polynomial growth we also get that wn(x) is of polynomial growth.
The ondition of polynomial growth an be onveniently formulated in the following way.
For x ∈ K0(Spck)[L
−1] we put w(x, t) =
∑
n wn(x)t
n
onsidered as an element of Z((t−1)),
Laurent series in t−1 with integer oeients. That a sequene (xi) is of uniform means that
w(xi, t) ≤ ϕ(t)/(t − 1)
d
for some Laurent polynomial ϕ and an integer d both independent of i
and where omparison is made oeient-wise. Furthermore, subadditivity an be formulated
as w(x±y, t) ≤ w(x, t)+w(x, t) and submultipliativity as w(xy, t) ≤ w(x, t)w(y, t). These fats
make it obvious that onvergent sequenes uniformly of polynomial growth are losed under
term-wise addition, subtration and multipliation. As those that onverge to zero (wrt the
dimension ltration) form an ideal we may dene K
pol
0 (Spck) as the quotient of the onvergent
sequenes uniformly of polynomial growth by those onverging to zero. We an extend the
wn (or equivalently w(−, t)) to K
pol
0 (Spck) and it is lear that onvergent sequenes uniformly
of polynomial growth of elements of K
pol
0 (Spck) onverge in K
pol
0 (Spck). We of ourse have
a ompletion map (−) : K0(Spck)[L
−1] → K
pol
0 (Spck). We also get a ontinuous map from
K
pol
0 (Spck) to the ompletion K̂0(Spck) ofK0(Spck)[L
−1] in the topology given by the dimension
ltration. By denition a uniformly onvergent sequene onverges to zero preisely when it
onverges to zero in the dimension ltration topology. Hene the map K
pol
0 (Spck)→ K̂0(Spck)
is injetive and we may think of K
pol
0 (Spck) as a subring of K̂0(Spck). Its topology is however
stronger than the subring topology.
In a similar manner we also dene a subring K
pol
0 (Cohk) of K̂0(Cohk) onsisting of those
elements x for whih wn(x) has at most polynomial growth. Here we dene wn(x) to be the
sum
∑
k |mk| dimVk, where
∑
kmk[Vk] is the weight n-omponent of x written as a sum of
non-isomorphi irreduible Galois representations (resp. Hodge strutures). It is lear that if
x ∈ K0(Spck), then wn(χc(x)) ≤ wn(x) so that χc extends to a map K
pol
0 (Spck)→ K
pol
0 (Cohk).
We want however to give K
pol
0 (Cohk) a stronger topology than that provided by K̂0(Cohk).
Thus we delare a sequene (xi) in K
pol
0 (Cohk) be onvergent of uniform polynomial growth
if it is onvergent in the ltration topology (i.e., for every n the weight n-omponents of the
xi is eventually onstant) and wn(xi) is uniformly of polynomial growth as above. Then (xi)
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onverges in K̂0(Cohk) to an element of K
pol
0 (Cohk). (The topology is dened by having a subset
being losed if it is losed under uniformly onvergent sequenes.) Given an element
∑
n xn in
K
pol
0 (Cohk), the partial sums
∑
n≥−N xn onverge uniformly to the element so that K0(Cohk)
is dense in K
pol
0 (Cohk). Furthermore, as wn(χc(x)) ≤ wn(x) we get a ontinuous extension
χc : K
pol
0 (Spck)→ K
pol
0 (Cohk) whih is a ring homomorphism.
Before our next result we need to reall that for an algebrai stak X loally of nite type
over a nite eld k we an dene its point ount, cnt(X ) ∈ [0,∞], to be the mass of the groupoid
X (k), i.e., the sum
∑
x 1/|Aut(x)|, where the sum runs over the isomorphism lasses of X (k)
(and Aut(x) is the group of automorphisms dened over k). Being a sum over non-negative
numbers it is always onvergent though it may be ∞; when X is of nite type it is a nite
sum however. The point ount is additive over a deomposition into a losed substak and its
omplement and hene gives a ring homomorphism cnt : K0(Stckk)→ Q. Note that its omposite
with the natural map K0(Spck)→ K0(Stckk) is the usual ounting map. Finally, we have a map
Tr: K0(Cohk)→ Q¯ given by assoiating to any Galois representation the trae of the Frobenius
map and where we one and for all have hosen an embedding of Q¯, the eld of omplex algebrai
numbers, in an algebrai losure of Qℓ. We now have the following (expeted) ompatibility
result. For the seond part we dene, in analogy with the spatial ase, the dimension ltration
Fil≤mK0(Stckk) ⊆ K0(Stckk) to be the subgroup spanned by the algebrai staks of dimension
≤ m. We also extend Fil≤mK0(Spck) to K
pol
0 (Spck) by taking its losure.
Proposition 2.1 i) The elements L and the L
n − 1, all n > 0, of K
pol
0 (Spck) are invertible so
that the ompletion map extends to a ring homomorphism K0(Spck)
′ → K
pol
0 (Spck) and thus
to a map K0(Stckk)→ K
pol
0 (Spck) whih shall also be denoted (−).
ii) The ompletion map (−) : K0(Stckk)→ K
pol
0 (Spck) takes Fil
≤mK0(Stckk) to Fil
≤mK
pol
0 (Spck).
In partiular it is ontinuous for the ltration topologies.
Assume now that k is a nite eld.
iii) For every x =
∑
n≤N xn ∈ K
pol
0 (Cohk), where xn is the omponent of weight n the sum∑
nTr(xn) is onvergent in C and gives a ontinuous extension of Tr to a ring homomorphism
Tr: K
pol
0 (Cohk)→ C.
iv) For every x ∈ K0(Stckk) we have that cnt(x) = Tr(χc(x)).
v) cnt : K0(Spck)[L
−1]→ Q extends to a ontinuous ring homomorphism cnt: K
pol
0 (Spck)→
R.
Proof: We have that L is invertible already in K0(Spck)[L
−1]. Furthermore, Ln− 1 = Ln(1−
L
−n) and the series
∑
k≥−1 L
−kn
is a onvergent sum, uniformly of polynomial growth. This
proves i).
To prove ii) we may onsider only the ase x = {X} where dim(X ) ≤ m and by utting up
X we may further assume that X = [X/GLn] so that dimX ≤ m + n
2
. We then have {X} =
{X}{GLn}
−1
but {GLn}
−1
is a power series in L
−1
starting with L
−n2
so that {X}{GLn}
−1 ∈
FildimX−n
2
K
pol
0 (Spck) = Fil
mK
pol
0 (Spck).
As for iii), if k has q elements then by denition there is a d suh that |Tr(xn)| ≤ |n|
dqn/2
for all n whih gives onvergene as q > 1. Furthermore, if (xi) is a onvergent sequene of
uniform polynomial growth onverging in K
pol
0 (Cohk) to x, then there are C, D and d suh that
wnxi ≤ C|n|
d +D for all n and i and then
|Tr(x) − Tr(xi)| ≤
∑
k≤2 dim(x−xi)
2(C|k|d +D)qk/2,
whih shows that as dim(x− xi)→ −∞ as i→∞ we have Tr(xi)→ Tr(x).
Further, as both sides are ring homomorphisms, to verify the equality of iv), it is enough to
hek it on K0(Spck) where it is simply the Lefshetz xed point formula.
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Finally, to prove v) we note that Tr ◦χc is a ontinuous extension of cnt to K
pol
0 (Spck).
Remark: i) For the truth of the proposition it would be enough to have wn(x) grow slower than
α−n for all α > 1 (or even for some α < 2). However, the requirement of polynomial growth
seems to me to be the more natural ondition (see however omment below).
ii) Note that wn(χc(x)) (for x ∈ K0(Spck) say) is in general smaller than wn(x) beause of
possible anellations of irreduible Galois representations whih do not orrespond to anella-
tions of varieties in K0(Spck). Working with a Grothendiek group of motives instead of varieties
would no doubt get a value of wn loser to that of K
pol
0 (Cohk). On the other hand staying in
K0(Spck) gives more information. I also nd it quite diult to imagine that there are natural
examples of elements x in the dimension ompletion of K0(Spck) for whih wn(x) does not have
polynomial growth while wn(χc(x)) does.
iii) The extension of χc to K0(Stckk) and the relation with point ounting for k a nite eld
is done in [To05℄ for the general ase of n-staks using the same idea.
2.1 Staks of polynomial growth
The aim of this setion is to try to t the onsiderations of [BD07℄ into our setup. Hene, if X is
an algebrai stak loally of nite type (and as usual with ane stabilisers), a stratiation of X
will mean a ountable set (Xi) of loally losed substaks of nite type suh that X is the disjoint
union of them and dim(Xi)→ −∞ as i→∞. (Note that we do not assume for instane that the
losure of a stratum is a union of strata.) Following [BD07℄ we say that X is essentially of nite
type if it has a stratiation. The stratiation is uniformly of polynomial growth if the sum∑
i {Xi} (we shall from now one dispense with the ompletion symbol) onverges in K
pol
0 (Spck).
In onrete terms this means that there is a polynomial P (x) suh that wn(
∑
i∈S Xi) ≤ P (|n|) for
all n and all nite subsets S of the index set as onvergene in the ltration topology is assured
by (2.1:ii). (This is rather the summability than the onvergene series version but they are
easily seen to be equivalent.) We say that X is of polynomial growth if it has some stratiation
(Xi) whih is uniformly of polynomial growth. We then want to dene {X} ∈ K
pol
0 (Spck) as∑
{Xi}. This is indeed independent of the hoie of stratiation. To prove that, it is enough
to show equality in K̂0(Spck) (as the map K
pol
0 (Spck) → K̂0(Spck) is injetive). Hene, if we
simply assume that (Xi) and (Yj) are exhaustions of X we see that both sums
∑
i{Xi} and∑
j{Yj} are equal to
∑
i,j{Xi ∩ Yj} as for eah i the stratiation (Xi ∩ Yj) of Xi is a nite
stratiation as Xi is of nite type (and similarly for the stratiation (Yj ∩ Xi) of Yj). This
gives {Xi} =
∑
j{Xi ∩ Yj} and {Yj} =
∑
i{Yj ∩ Xi}. We then have a few basi properties.
Proposition 2.2 i) Suppose that X is an algebrai k-stak loally of nite type and Y is a
losed substak with omplement U . If the staks Y and U are of polynomial growth then so is
X and we have
{X} = {Y}+ {U} ∈ K
pol
0 (Spck).
ii) If X is a stak of polynomial growth over a nite eld k, then Tr(χc{X}) = cnt(X ).
Proof: Suppose that Y resp. U have stratiations (Yi) resp. (Ui) of uniform polynomial
growth. Their union then gives a stratiation of X of uniform polynomial growth. This proves
i).
As for ii) we have, by denition of the point ount, that cnt(X ) =
∑
i cnt(Xi). Hene by
Proposition 2.1 we have
Tr({X}) =
∑
i
Tr({Xi}) =
∑
i
cnt(Xi) = cnt(X ).
Remark: i) It would seem reasonable to demand a version for the rst part that involves an
innite deomposition of X into disjoint substaks. However, one would to begin with have to
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impose some uniformity on the dimensions of the strata of the stratiation of the individual
piees. A seond problem is that if (Xi) is a stratiation of X then it is not lear that one an
bound
∑
iw({Xi}) in terms of wn({X}) whih would be needed to bound
∑
iwn({Xi}) in terms
of
∑
i,j wn({Xi,j}), where (Xi,j) is a stratiation of Xi of uniform polynomial growth (and (Xi)
is a deomposition of X ).
ii) Another problem with our denition is that (even open) substaks of a stak of polynomial
growth may not be of polynomial growth. This an be mitigated by modifying the notion
of onvergene. Unfortunately under that modiation the Euler harateristi is no longer
neessarily of polynomial growth.
We nish this subsetion by verifying that the moduli staks of [BD07℄, staks of bundles
over a smooth and proper urve for a split semi-simple group G.
Proposition 2.3 Let G be a split semi-simple k-group sheme and C a smooth and proper
urve over C. Then the algebrai stak BunG,C of G-torsors over C is of polynomial growth.
Proof: This is just going into the details of [BD07, Lemma 5.5℄ to see that the onvergene is
atually polynomial using [Be91, 8℄, partiularly [Be91, 8.4℄ to get the requisite information.
For the reader's (and the author's) onveniene we shall only treat the notationally (and onep-
tually) simpler ase of G = SLn. Hene we stratify BunSLn,C by the strata of xed ranks and
degrees of the piees of the Harder-Narasimhan ltration. Hene they are given by one sequene
(d1, d2, . . . , dk) of positive integers giving the ranks and one inreasing sequene (m1, . . . ,mk) of
integers representing the degrees of the piees of the ltration. That the whole vetor bundle
omes from an SLn-bundle means that
∑
i di = n and that we have a Harder-Narasimhan ltra-
tion means that m1/d1 > m2/d2 > · · · > mk/dk. There is a small problem in that on a given
stratum the Harder-Narasimhan ltration may not exist. However, the map from the algebrai
stak of vetor bundles with a Harder-Narasimhan ltration of the given type to the stratum is a
universal homeomorphism. Generally, if X → Y is a universal homeomorphism between algebrai
staks of nite type we have that χc({X}) = χc({Y}) inK
pol
0 (Cohk), a fat whih follows immedi-
ately by redution to the spatial ase. Hene, we may and shall ignore this problem. Now,Bun
d,m
C
is the stak of ags 0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ek of vetor bundles on C with Ei/Ei−1 semi-stable of rank di
and degreemi (and where we have
∑
i di = n andm1/d1 > m2/d2 > · · · > mk/dk). We now on-
sider the map Bun
d,m
C → Bun
d′,m′
C ×Bun
dk,mk
C mapping a ag to (0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ek−1, Ek/Ek−1)
and d′ = (d1, . . . , dk−1) and m
′ = (m1, . . . ,mk−1). What is lost under this map is the extension
of Ek−1 by Ek/Ek−1 given by Ek. This makes Bun
d,m
C → Bun
d′,m′
C ×Bun
dk,mk
C a Piard stak un-
der the Baer sum of extensions whih is desribed by the perfet omplex Rπ∗Hom(F , Ek−1)[1],
where 0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ek−1 is the universal ag over Bun
d′,m′
C ×C, F the universal vetor bundle
overBun
dk,mk
C ×C and π is the projetionBun
d′,m′
C ×Bun
dk,mk
C ×C → Bun
d′,m′
C ×Bun
dk,mk
C . We
may then stratify the base so that π∗Hom(F , Ek−1) is free of rank a, say, and R
1π∗Hom(F , Ek−1)
is free of rank b, say, and so that Rπ∗Hom(F , Ek−1) is the sum of its ohomology. This gives
that over suh a stratum X , π is isomorphi to BGaa ×G
b
a×. Using additivity of {−} we get
{Bund,mC } = L
b−a{Bund
′,m′
C ×Bun
dk,mk
C } = L
b−a{Bund
′,m′
C }{Bun
dk,mk
C }
and a− b is simply the (relative) Euler harateristi of Hom(F , Ek−1) whih equals∑
i<k
dkmi − dimk
by the Riemann-Roh formula. Iterating we get
{Bund,mC } = L
−χ{Bund1,m1C } · · · {Bun
dk,mk
C },
where
χ =
∑
i<j
didj
(
mj
dj
−
mi
di
)
+ didj(1− g(C)).
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Now, for xed d
∑
i<j didj(
mj
dj
− midi ) is a linear funtion whose kernel learly meets the one
given by the onditions m1/d1 > m2/d2 ≥ · · · ≥ mk/dk and
∑
imi = 0 only in 0. Hene the
number of m's whih give a xed value of χ is polynomially bounded and only takes on a nite
number of negative values. As also the isomorphism lass of eah Bun
di,mi
C only depends on the
residue of mi modulo di (provided that the eld is large enough so that C has a line bundle
of degree 1, eld extensions are allowed however) we get that sum
∑
d,m{Bun
d,m
C } is uniformly
polynomially onvergent.
Remark: The ohomology of the moduli spaes in question ultimately omes from the oho-
mology of the group in question, its loop spae and its lassifying spae (f., [AB83℄). The
polynomial growth ondition is thus related to the polynomial growth of the ohomology of the
lassifying spae and loop spae of the group. Note that there are nite CW-omplexes for whih
the ohomology of its loop spae grows exponentially. This may or may not be an argument
against seeing the polynomial growth ondition as a natural ondition.
2.2 The real χc of algebrai staks
Note that so far we have been dening χc for an algebrai stak in terms of χc of algebrai
spaes. Using the theory of ohomology of ompat support for algebrai k-staks of nite
type introdued in [OL08b℄ we shall now see that χc may indeed be interpreted as an atual
(onvergent) Euler harateristi of the stak. We start by heking that some expeted properties
are indeed true. Following [OL08b℄ we shall only onsider ℓ-adi ohomology (although it seems
reasonably lear that their arguments an be arried through also in the ase of mixed Hodge
strutures). We rst treat the ase of an algebrai stak of nite type (we shall use Hic(X ) to
denote the ohomology of the extension of X to a separable losure of k with Qℓ-oeients).
Proposition 2.4 Let X be an algebrai stak of nite type.
i) If U ⊆ X is an open substak and Z its omplement, then we have a long exat sequene
· · · → Hic(U)→ H
i
c(X )→ H
i
c(Z)→ H
i+1
c (U)→ . . .
ii) If dimX ≤ N , then Hic(X) = 0 for i > 2N .
iii) Hic(X ) is mixed of weight ≤ i.
iv) dimHic(X ) has polynomial growth.
Proof: i) follows from [OL08b, 4.9.0.1℄ and a passage to the limit. As for ii) we an use i) to
redue to the ase when X is smooth and then the result follows from duality. Further, to prove
iii) we an use i), and the fat that mixed sheaves are losed under subobjets, quotients and
extensions, to redue to the ase when X is a global quotient. In that ase we an nd a vetor
bundle over X with an open substak whih is spatial and with omplement of arbitrarily high
odimension. As the ohomology of a vetor bundle is the ohomology of the base shifted the
same amount in degree and weight we an use ii) and i) to redue to the ase an algebrai spae
in whih ase it is Deligne's fundamental result, [De80℄.
Finally, to prove iv) we are redued to the ase when X is smooth and a global quotient
[X/GLn]. We are then by duality redued to proving that dimH
i(X ) has polynomial growth
whih follows from the spetral sequene
Hi(BGLn)
⊗
Hj(X) =⇒ Hi+j(X ).
Now, [OL08a℄ denes ohomology with ompat support for nite oeients for algebrai
staks loally of nite type. It is easy to see that this ohomology (for onstant oeients say)
is the indutive limit of the ohomology over all open substaks of nite type. This property
is however destroyed in general when one passes to ℓ-adi or Qℓ-oeients. It therefore seems
better to dene Hic(X ) for a stak only loally of nite type as the indutive limit over open
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substaks of nite type. The only thing to deide is in whih sense the limit is to be taken,
we hoose to simply to take the ind-system dened by the open substaks of nite type. This
makes sense both in the Galois and the mixed Hodge struture ase. (This whole disussion is
somewhat moot as in the ases that we shall onsider eah Hic(X ) will be an eventually onstant
system, where an ind-system {Hα} is eventually onstant if there is an index α so that for any
morphism α → β, the indued map Hα → Hβ is an isomorphism. This is turn means that the
system is isomorphi as an ind-objet to a onstant system.)
Theorem 2.5 i) If X is essentially of nite type, then for eah i, Hic(X ) is eventually onstant.
ii) If X is of uniform polynomial growth and dimHic(X ) grows polynomially, then
χc({X}) =
∑
i
(−1)i{Hic(X )} ∈ K
pol
0 (Cohk).
Proof: Let {Xi} be a stratiation of X and {Uα} the family of open substaks of nite type.
Given N there is only a nite number of Xi of dimension > N . Eah of them an be overed by a
nite number of the Uα and as {Uα} is indutive there is a Uα whose omplement has dimension
≤ N and hene by Proposition 2.4 for any Uα ⊆ Uβ, H
i
c(Uα)→ H
i
c(Uβ) is an isomorphism whih
proves i).
Continuing, the assumption on polynomial growth and the fat that Hic(X ) is of weight ≤ i
implies that
∑
i(−1)
i{Hic(X )} onverges and to show that it is equal to χc({X}) it is enough
to show this in K̂0(Cohk). This amounts to showing that the weight n-parts are equal. Now,
using the notation of i), the weight n part of
∑
i(−1)
i{Hic(X )} is equal to the weight n-part of∑
i(−1)
i{Hic(Uα)} with N << 0. On the other hand, the weight n-part of χc({X}) is equal to
the weight n part of
χc(
∑
i
{Xi ∩ Uα}) = χc(Uα)
as all but a nite number of the Xi ∩ Uα are empty. Hene we are redued to the ase when X
is of nite type. Cutting X into piees we may assume that X is a global quotient. This means
that there are vetor bundles over X with non-spatial lous of arbitrarily high odimension. This
high odimension lous may be ignored by (2.1:ii) and (2.4:ii). Hene we are redued to the ase
when X is a spae in whih ase it lear (by denition).
3 The motivi lass and the rened Euler harateristi
When the base eld has harateristi zero we an use the presentation of K0(Spck) (and onse-
quently of K0(Stckk)) obtained by Bittner (f., [Bi04℄) to get more rened ohomologial invari-
ants of lasses in K0(Spck). We start by dening the reipients for these invariants. As we are
going to use the Bittner representation in this setion k will be a eld of harateristi zero. For
a general eld k (of harateristi zero) we let L0(Cohk) be the group generated by isomorphism
lasses in the ategory of diret limits of bounded onstrutible Zp-omplexes (in the derived at-
egory) over nite type thikenings of k (where p is a xed prime). We introdue the relations
{A
⊕
B} = {A} + {B} but no relations for distinguished triangles. In ase k = C we alterna-
tively let L0(Cohk) be generated by isomorphism lasses of bounded Z-omplexes A with nitely
generated ohomology together with a (polarisable) Hodge struture of weight k on Hk(A) and
the same relations as before (and when k = R the same plus involutions as above). We dene
a ring struture on L0(Cohk) by putting {A}{B} = {A
⊗L
Zp
B} (resp., of ourse, {A
⊗L
Z
B}).
There is an inreasing degree ltration on L0(Cohk) with Fil
k L0(Cohk) being generated by om-
plexes onentrated in degrees ≤ k and we let L̂0(Cohk) be the ompletion of L0(Cohk) with
respet to this ltration. As the ltration is multipliative (i.e., Filk ·Filℓ ⊆ Filk+ℓ) we have a
ring homomorphism L0(Cohk)→ L̂0(Cohk). Before our rst major result we need the following
lemma.
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Lemma 3.1 FilnK0(Spck) is spanned by lasses of smooth and proper varieties of dimension
≤ n.
Proof: We prove this by indution over n with n = −1 being obvious. Assume now that
dimU ≤ n, we then want to express it as a linear ombination of smooth and proper varieties
of dimension ≤ n. Choosing rst a ompatiation of U and then a resolution of singularities
expresses the lass as a linear ombination of an n-dimensional smooth and proper variety and
varieties of smaller dimension whih nishes the proof by indution.
Proposition 3.2 i) There is a ring homomorphism χG : K0(Spck) → L0(Cohk) haraterised
by χG({X}) = {RΓ(X)} where X is smooth and proper.
ii) χG extends (uniquely) to a ontinuous ring homomorphism χG : K̂0(Spck) → L̂0(Cohk).
In partiular it extends (uniquely) to a ring homomorphism χG : K0(Stckk)→ L̂0(Cohk).
iii) For eah k there is a group homomorphism Hk(−)
⊗
Q : L̂0(Cohk) → K̂0(Cohk) har-
aterised by ontinuity and the property Hk({C})
⊗
Q = {Hk(C)
⊗
Q}. We have for x ∈
K̂0(Spck) that H
k(x)
⊗
Q is pure of weight k and χ(x) =
∑
i(−1)
kHk(χG(x)). In partiular
Hk(χG(x))
⊗
Q is the weight k part of (−1)kχ(x).
Proof: By [Bi04, thm. 3.1℄ K0(Spck) is generated by lasses {X}, X smooth and proper, and
their relations are generated by {BlYX} − {E} = {X} − {Y }, where X is smooth and proper,
Y ⊆ X a smooth and proper subvariety, BlYX is the blowing up of X along Y . Now, there is the
well-known isomorphism of omplexes RΓ(BlYX)
⊕
RΓ(Y ) ∼= RΓ(X)
⊕
RΓ(Y ) (e.g., RΓ(−)
fators through the ategory of integral motives and the orresponding isomorphism of motives
is [Ma68, Cor. 7,Cor. 9℄). This proves i).
For ii) we rst note that χG takes L to an invertible element in L̂0(Cohk). Indeed, L =
{P1}−1 and χG({P
1}) = 1+{Z(−1)[−2]} (resp. Zp(−1)[−2]) and {Z(−1)[−2]} is invertible, with
inverse {Z(1)[2]} already in L0(Cohk). This gives us a ring homomorphism K0(Spck)[L
−1] →
L̂0(Cohk) and we nish if we an show that it is ontinuous in the ltration topologies. This
however follows diretly from Lemma 3.1 and the fats that χG({X}/L
m) = {RΓ(X)(m)[2m]}
and that RΓ(X) is of amplitude [0, 2n] if X is n-dimensional. The only thing left is then the
uniqueness of the extension of χG to K0(Stckk) but it follows from the fat that K0(Spck) →
K0(Stckk) is a loalisation.
For the last part, asHk(−) is additive on omplexes we get an indued mapHk(−)
⊗
Q : L0(Cohk)→
K0(Cohk) whih learly is ontinuous and hene extends to L̂0(Cohk). Now both H
k(χG(−))
is additive and ontinuous so to verify that it maps to the weight k part of L̂0(Cohk) it is
enough to very it on lasses Hk(χG({X}))
⊗
Q where X is smooth and proper. In that ase
Hk(χG({X}))
⊗
Q = {Hk(X,Q)} (resp. with Qp-oeients) and H
k(X,Q) is indeed pure of
weight k. This implies that the sum
∑
i(−1)
kHk(χG(x)) onverges and gives a ontinuous addi-
tive funtion on K̂0(Spck) and so does χ. Hene to verify that they are equal it sues to do it
on {X}, X smooth and proper, in whih ase it is lear.
Remark: Instead of the Bittner presentation one ould use earlier results (f., [GS96℄) that
assoiates a virtual motive to a lass of K0(Cohk).
In order to detet non-trivial elements of L0(Cohk) (or L̂0(Cohk)) it is useful to pass to
the underlying abelian groups. Hene, we let L0(Cplx) be the group generated by isomorphism
lasses of bounded omplexes (in the derived ategory) of nitely generated Z-omplexes (resp.,
of ourse, Zp-omplexes) by the same relations as before and L̂0(Cplx) the orresponding degree
ompletion. Again they have a ring struture given by the derived tensor produt. We also
let L0(Ab) be the orresponding group based on modules rather than omplexes but we do not
give it a multipliative struture. We have a group homomorphism L0(Ab) → L0(Cplx) given
by {M} 7→ {M [0]} and Hk : L̂0(Cplx) → L0(Ab) given by {C} 7→ {H
k(C)}. We ontinue by
dening 1 := {Z} ∈ L0(Ab) (whih maps to the identity element of L0(Cplx)) and αp,n :=
{Z/qn}, where n > 0 and q is a prime. Finally, for M an abelian group we let M [t, t−1] be
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the group of nite formal sums
∑
i∈Zmit
i
, mi ∈ M and M((t
−1)) the group of formal sums∑
i∈Zmit
i
whih possibly have an innite number of negative power terms.
Proposition 3.3 i) L0(Ab) is the free abelian group on 1 and the αq,n, where q runs over all
primes (resp. is equal to p).
ii) The maps H• : L0(Cplx) → L0(Ab)[t, t
−1] and H• : L̂0(Cplx) → L0(Ab)((t
−1)) given by
H•({C}) =
∑
iH
i({C})ti are isomorphisms.
iii) The multipliative struture on L0(Ab)[t, t
−1] and L0(Ab)((t)) indued by these isomor-
phisms is haraterised by the onditions that the maps Z[t, t−1]→ L0(Abt,t−1) and Z((t
−1))→
L0(Ab)((t)) indued by m 7→ m · 1, t 7→ t and the seond map is ontinuous are ring homomor-
phisms and
αq,mαq′,n =
{
0 if q 6= q′
αq,min(m,n)(1 + t
−1) if q = q′
together with the fat that the multipliation is ontinuous in the t−1-adi topology in the
((t−1))-ase.
Proof: As the rings Z and Zp have global dimension 1 the omplexes in question are isomorphi
to the diret sum of their (shifted) ohomology modules. This gives the seond part. The rst
part follows from the lassiation of nitely generated modules over the rings in question and
the last from the basi alulation of tensor produts and Tor-groups.
Remark: i) The onlusion should be of ourse thought of as saying that the usual rank and
torsion invariants of the ohomology of a smooth and proper variety are in fat invariants of its
lass in K0(Spck) (and in fat of its lass in K̂0(Spck)). The preise struture of the groups
are being mentioned mainly to emphasise how very muh larger they are than the ordinary
Grothendiek groups (whih are just isomorphi to Z).
ii) If one works rationally instead of integrally, then the rened Euler harateristi an
be reovered from the ordinary Euler lass in K0(Cohk). Indeed, RΓ(X) is a pure omplex
so is isomorphi to the sum of its (shifted) ohomology and then we an use Theorem 3.2.
Hene, the extra information provided by the rened Euler harateristi is torsion and integrality
information.
There are a number of variants of this tehnique some of whih will appear in the next
result. To prepare for it let us note that there is an obvious additive Bittner type presentation of
K0(Spck)[L
−1]: It is generated by lasses {X}/Ln, n ≥ 0, and relations {BlYX}/L
n−{X}/Ln =
{E}/Ln−{Y }/Ln as before and {P1×X}/Ln+1−{X}/Ln+1 = {X}/Ln for smooth and proper
Y ⊆ X . Also we shall put Ẑ := lim
←−n
Z/n =
∏
p Zp and H
∗(X, Ẑ) :=
∏
pH
∗(X,Zp).
Theorem 3.4 i) Let Ak be the group generated by isomorphism lasses of algebrai group
shemes A over k whose onneted omponent is an abelian variety and whose group of geometri
onneted omponents has a nitely generated group of geometri points and with relations
{A
⊕
B} = {A} + {B}. Then there is a (unique) group homomorphism Pick : K0(Spck) → Ak
for whih Pick({X}) = {Pic(X)} for a smooth and proper X .
ii) There is an extension of PicC to K̂0(SpcC) vanishing on Fil
0 K̂0(SpcC) (whih we shall
also all PicC).
iii) Let L0(Abk) be the group generated by isomorphism lasses of étale algebrai group
shemes A whose group of geometri onneted omponents has a nitely generated group of
geometri points and with relations {A
⊕
B} = {A} + {B}. Then there are ontinuous group
homomorphisms NSk : K̂0(Spck)→ L0(Abk) haraterised by NS
k({X}/Ln) = NSk+n({X}) and
NSk({X}) = {NSk(X)}, for X smooth and proper, where NSk(X)(k¯) is the group of algebrai
odimension k-yles on Xk¯ modulo homologial equivalene with its natural Gal(k¯/k)-ation.
Proof: Starting with i) it follows diretly from the Bittner presentation and the omputation
of the Piard sheme of a blow up. As for ii) we dene Pic′({X}/Ln), X smooth and proper, as
follows: We let it be the lass of A0,nX
⊕
Ac,nX , where A
c,n
X is the inverse image of the lasses of
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type (n+ 1, n+ 1) in H2n+2(X,C) under the map H2n+2(X,Z)→ H2n+2(X,C). Similarly, we
let A0,nX be the Weil intermediate Jaobian (f., [We52℄) assoiated to the (polarisable) Hodge
struture on H2n+1(X,Z). Now Pic(X), as any omplex ommutative algebrai group whose
group of omponents is an abelian variety, is the diret produt of its onneted omponent and
its group of omponents (as we are working over an algebraially losed eld). Furthermore, A0,1X
is the Jaobian, i.e., the onneted omponent of Pic(X), and Ac,1(X) is the group of omponents
of Pic(X) by Lefshetz theorem. It is furthermore lear that {P1 × X}/Ln+1 − {X}/Ln+1 is
mapped to the same element as {X}/Ln whih shows that we Pic′ is given as a map from
K0(Spck)[L
−1]. Finally, as RΓ(X) is of amplitude [0, 2 dimX ] it is lear (using Lemma 3.1)that
Fil0K0(Spck) is mapped to zero whih in partiular gives us an extension to K̂0(Spck) with the
same property.
Turning to iii), by denitionNSk(X), forX smooth and proper, is the subgroup ofH2k(X, Ẑ(k))
spanned by the yle lasses of k-odimensional subvarieties of Xk¯. It is learly stable by the
Galois ation and hene gives rise to an étale group sheme. The next step is to show that it
is nitely generated. If not there is a ountable set {Yi} of k-odimensional subvarieties whose
yle lasses span a subgroupM of H2k(X, Ẑ(k)) with the property that there is no nite subset
of Yi whose yle lasses span M . The subvarieties Yi may be dened over a ommon ountably
generated algebraially losed subeld K of k¯ whih then may be embedded in C. We may then
replae k¯ by C in whih ase the yle lass map fators through H2k(X,Z) → H2k(X, Ẑ(k))
whih shows that M is nitely generated whih is a ontradition.
What remains to be veried are the Bittner relations and {P1 × X}/Ln+1 − {X}/Ln+1 =
{X}/Ln. These follow immediately from the formulas for the ohomology and Chow groups of
blowing ups and produts with P1 and the ompatibility of these formulas with the yle map.
Remark: i) Instead of the Weil intermediate Jaobian we ould have used the maximal abelian
subvariety of the usual (=Griths) intermediate JaobianH2n+1(X,C)/H2n+1(X,Z)+FnH2n+1(X,C).
ii) The maps NSk will be used in [Ek09b℄ to t a ounterexample of Swan to Noether's
problem into our ontext.
Corollary 3.5 The rings K0(Spck), K0(Spck)[L
−1], K0(Stckk) and K̂0(Spck) ontain zero-
divisors.
Proof: Let us reall the setup of [Po02℄ (where Poonen proves the statement for K0(Spck)).
We have an abelian variety A over k with endomorphism ring (over k as well as geometri-
ally) equal to the ring of integers R in a number eld. Furthermore, we have a non-prinipal
ideal I in R and put B := I
⊗
RA (whih in partiular has the property that Hom(A,B) = I
as R-module). We have that Bn ∼= I⊕n
⊗
RA
∼= An−1
⊕
A
⊗
R I
n
and if we hoose n suh
that In is prinipal (n = 2 in Poonen's spei example) we get Bn ∼= An whih gives 0 =
({A}n−1 + {A}n−2{B} · · · + Bn−1)({A} − {B}) in K0(Spck) and we want to show that both
fators have non-zero images in any of the rings in question and as all of them map ompatibly
to K̂0(Spck) it is enough to show that their images in that ring are non-zero. For the rst fator
this is trivial, the weight 2 dimA(n−1)-part of its Euler harateristi is non-trivial. We are thus
left with the problem on whether {A} = {B} ∈ K̂0(Spck). Now, to show that they are dierent
it is enough to show that they are distint modulo Fil0 and hene as elements of K0(Spck)[L
−1].
For this we may by standard limit arguments assume that k = C. As Pic({A}) = {A} ∈ AC and
the same for B we are redued to showing that A
⊕
C ∼= B
⊕
C for some abelian group sheme
C whose onneted omponent is an abelian variety. Suh an isomorphism indues an isomor-
phism Hom(A,A)
⊕
Hom(A,C) ∼= Hom(A,B)
⊕
Hom(A,C) of nitely generated R-modules.
Putting M := Hom(A,C) this gives an isomorphism R
⊕
M ∼= I
⊕
M but we have anellation
for nitely generated R-modules so that we get an isomorphism R ∼= I whih ontradits the
assumption that I is non-prinipal.
It is natural to ask in what generality the last argument works. The general question is to
what extent a group sheme is determined by its lass in Ak. This is the same problem as asking
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whether A
⊕
C ∼= B
⊕
C implies that A ∼= B. We restrit ourselves to the ase when A and B
are abelian varieties and by restriting to identity omponents we may assume that C is also an
abelian variety.
Proposition 3.6 Assume that A, B and C are abelian varieties and A
⊕
C ∼= B
⊕
C. Then
there is a loally free rank 1 module I over R := End(A) suh that B is isomorphi to I
⊗
RA
so that in partiular A ∼= B preisely when R ∼= I and a torsion free nitely generated R-module
M suh that R
⊕
M ∼= I
⊕
M . In partiular if R is hereditary and no simple fator of R
⊗
Q
is a totally denite quaternion algebra over its entre then A ∼= B.
Proof: We may assume that k is nitely generated. We get for any prime p an isomorphism
TpA
⊕
TpC ∼= TpB
⊕
TpC of modules over the Galois group G of k. The Krull-Shmidt theorem
then implies that we have an isomorphism TpA ∼= TpB of G-modules. Let I := Hom(A,B). By the
Tate onjeture [Fa83, Thm 4℄ we have Ip := I
⊗
Zp = HomG(TpA, TpB) and in partiular, using
the isomorphism TpA ∼= TpB we get that Ip ∼= Rp := R
⊗
Zp as Rp-modules so that I is a loally
free R-module of rank 1. This implies rst that the evaluation map HomG(TpA, TpB)
⊗
Rp
TpA→
TpB and seond that Tp(I
⊗
RA) = I
⊗
R Tp(A). Together these fats imply that the tautologial
map I
⊗
R A → B indues an isomorphism when Tp(−) for all p is applied and hene is an
isomorphism whih gives the rst part. Putting M := Hom(A,C) we get an isomorphism of
R-modules R
⊕
M = Hom(A,A
⊕
C) ∼= Hom(A,B
⊕
C) = I
⊕
M .
Finally, when R is hereditary the fat that M is torsion free implies that M is projetive.
The ondition on R
⊗
Q implies that it fulls the Eihler ondition relative to Z (see [Re75, Def.
38.1℄) and hene we have anellation for projetive modules [lo. it., Thm. 38.2℄.
Remark: Canellation is not always true, see [Sh77℄. Its harateristi zero example involves
a non-hereditary order. However, the purely algebrai onsequenes of one of its positive har-
ateristi example implies that there is an example where R is a maximal order in a denite
quaternion algebra over Q.
Reall that the Kummer sequene (resp. the exponential sequene) gives a group homomor-
phism from the Brauer group of a variety X (resp. over C) to H3(X, Ẑ) (resp. H3(X,Z)). The
image of an element of the Brauer group under this map will be alled its harateristi lass.
Proposition 3.7 Suppose k is algebraially losed. For every integer n ≥ 1 for whih n+ 1 is
not a power of the harateristi of k there is a smooth and projetive variety X and a projetive
spae bration P → X of relative dimension n and with non-trivial harateristi lass.
Proof: Suppose that we have a nite group G of order prime to the harateristi if the latter
is positive ating freely on a variety Y and a projetive representation π : G → PGLn+1(k).
We then get a projetive spae bundle P := Y ×G P
n → Y/G =: X and it is lear that
its harateristi lass is the inverse image under the lassifying map X → BG of Y → X
of the harateristi lass of π. The latter is dened as the image of π under the omposite
H1(G,PGLn+1(k))→ H
2(G,k∗)→ H2(G, k¯∗) = H2(G,Q/Z) = H3(G,Z).
Now I laim that for every positive integerK there is a smooth and projetive Y as above suh
that the indued map Hi(G,Z) → Hi(X, Ẑ) is injetive for i ≤ K. Indeed, the Godeaux-type
onstrution of Serre (f., [Se58, 20℄) starts with a linear representation V of G whose assoiated
projetive representation is faithful and onstruts a smooth omplete intersetion Y in the
projetive spaeP(V ) of V on whih G ats freely. The maximal possible dimension of Y depends
on the odimension of the points of P(V ) with non-trivial stabiliser. That odimension may be
made as large as possible by hoosing a suitable V (for instane by replaing a given V by a high
power of it) and therefore we may nd Y 's of arbitrarily high dimension. Consider rst the stak
quotient [P(V )/G]. The natural map [P(V )/G]→ BG makes [P(V )/G] a projetive bundle over
BG assoiated to the vetor bundle [V/G]→ BG. This implies that if ξ ∈ H2([P(V )/G], Ẑ) is the
rst Chern lass of the G-linearised line bundle O(1), then H∗([P(V )/G], )̂ is the free H∗(G, Ẑ)-
module on the ξi, i = 0, . . . , n−1 (f., [Gr68, 1.9℄). (There may be some doubt about the Zp-part
of this when p = chark. It turns out to be true but is not used in the subsequent arguments.)
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We now have a morphism X = Y/G = [Y/G]→ [Pn/G] indued by the inlusion Y ⊆ Pn giving
rise to a omparison map from the spetral sequene Hi(G,Hj(Pn, Ẑ)) =⇒ Hi+j([Pn/G], Ẑ)
to the orresponding one for [Y/G]. By the Lefshetz theorem the map Hi(Pn, Ẑ) → Hi(Y, Ẑ)
is an isomorphism for i < dimY whih by the omparison map of spetral sequenes implies
that Hi([Pn/G], Ẑ) → Hi(X, Ẑ) is an isomorphism for i < dimY . In partiular, the omposite
Hi(G, Ẑ)→ Hi(X, Ẑ) is injetive in the same range. As we an make dimY arbitrarily large we
have proven our laim.
Let now 1 → k∗ → H → G → 1 be a non-trivial entral extension of G and assume that
we have a linear representation H → GLn+1(k) of H whih takes k
∗
to salar matries. This
gives us an indued projetive representation G → PGLn+1. I laim that the harateristi
lass of this representation is equal to the lass of the entral extension H . Indeed, while the
most oneptual would no doubt be gerbi, the simplest is probably the easy omputation by
oyles. In partiular it is non-trivial as the entral extension is. Now, hoose a Y as above
with K ≥ 3. The pullbak of α to X represents the projetive bundle Y ×G P
n → Y/G and by
assumption it is non-zero. If n+1 is not divisible by the harateristi of k we an let H be the
g = 1 level n+ 1 theta group so that G = Z/(n+ 1)Z× Z/(n+ 1)Z and the theta group has an
n+1-dimensional representation of the required kind. If n+1 is not a power of the harateristi
we may let d be any non-trivial divisor of n+ 1 not divisible by the harateristi and let H be
the level d theta group and let the n + 1-dimensional representation be (n + 1)/d opies of the
standard representation.
Remark: i) As we only need K ≥ 3 (with the notations of the proof) the proof atually gives
us 3-dimensional examples.
ii) There are 2-dimensional examples at least for some values of n. One suh example is an
Enriques surfae. In that ase Poinaré duality shows that the torsion subgroup of H3(X, Ẑ) is
equal to Z/2 and it omes from the Brauer group (as the ohomologial Brauer group is equal to
the Brauer group). I don't know however whih n an be hosen in this ase (presumably n = 1
is possible).
Lemma 3.8 Let G be a semi-simple group over an algebraially losed eld k.
i) {G} is invertible in K0(Spck)
′
.
ii) Assume that F is aG-spae and P → X is aG-torsor (of spaes). If we for the twoG-torsors
P → X and P ×F → P ×GF have the equalities {P} = {G}{X} and {P ×F} = {G}{P ×GF},
then we have {P ×G F} = {F}{X}.
Proof: If we let B be a Borel subgroup of G we have a B-torsor G → G/B and as B is a
suessive extension of Gm's and Ga's and thus B ∈ Zar so that {G} = {B}{G/B}. Now, again
by the fat B is a suessive extension Gm's and Ga's we have that {B} is an integer polynomial
in L and as G/B has a ell deomposition so does {G/B}. This polynomial is determined by the
fat that χc({G}) is the same polynomial in q := χc(L) and it is well-known that this polynomial
is a power of q times a produt of qn−1's whih shows that {G} is indeed invertible in K0(Spck)
′
.
As for the seond part we have, using the assumed relations,
{G}{F}{X} = {F}{P} = {P × F} = {G}{P ×G F}
and by the rst part we an anel {G}.
Proposition 3.9 Assume that k is algebraially losed. There are PSLn-torsors, for any n ≥ 1
not a power of the harateristi of k, T → X over smooth and projetive varieties X suh
that {T } 6= {PSLn}{X} ∈ K̂0(Spck). In partiular the map K̂0(Spck) → K̂
PSLn
0 (Spck) is not
injetive and similarly for its variants.
Proof: By Proposition 3.7 there is a Pn−1-bration π : P → X , X smooth and proper, whose
harateristi lass is non-trivial. The pullbak of P → X along P → X has a setion and hene
has a redution of the struture group to GLn+1 and in partiular the lass α pulls bak to 0 in
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H3(P,Zp). Now, we have that the R
iπ∗Zp are onstant as they beome onstant after pullbak
along π whih has onneted bres. As also R2i+1π∗Zp = 0, the Leray spetral sequene for π
gives an exat sequene
H3(X,Zp)→ H
3(P,Zp)→ H
1(X,R2π∗Zp) = H
1(X,Zp).
Now, tensored with Q, the spetral sequene degenerates (for instane for reasons of weight)
so that the kernel of H3(X,Zp) → H
3(P,Zp) is a torsion group and furthermore H
1(X,Zp) is
torsion free. Together this shows that the torsion subgroup of H3(X,Zp) maps surjetively onto
that of H3(P,Zp). However, we have seen that α goes to zero so the onlusion is that the torsion
subgroup of H3(P,Zp) is stritly smaller than that of H
3(X,Zp). This implies that we do not
have that {P} = {Pn}{X} ∈ K̂0(Spck) as otherwise H
•(χG(P )) = (1 − s
n+1)/(1 − s)H•(X),
where s := t2, and in partiular {H3(P,Zp)} would be equal to {H
3(X,Zp)} + {H
1(X,Zp)}.
This would give that the torsion subgroup of H3(P,Zp) would be equal to that of H
3(X,Zp)
whih we have seen is not the ase.
Following Lemma 3.8 one of the two PSLn+1 torsors, T → X assoiated to P → X and
T ×Pn → T ×PSLn+1 P
n = P do not full the multipliativity relation.
Remark: i) Lemma 3.8 is neessary only to pinpoint the torsors for whih multipliativity fails.
If one doesn't are about that one ould, by way of ontradition, assume multipliativity for
all PSLn+1-torsors whih implies that K̂0(Spck) → K
PSLn+1
0 (Spck) is an isomorphism. We an
then apply (1.1:vi).
ii) Similar results are true for every semi-simple speial algebrai group and will be shown
elsewhere.
4 A sample omputation
We shall now give an example in the spirit of [Be06℄ (though the ases overed by Bergström are
more ompliated than the one we shall disuss). The general tehnique is the following: Present
the stak whose lass we want to ompute as the stak quotient of a linear group ating (linearly)
on an open subset of a linear spae (or possibly projetive spae, though that would typially
give us PGLn as linear group whih does have torsors not trivial in the Zariski topology). The
lass of the stak quotient for the ation of the group on the full linear spae is equal to a power
of L divided by the lass of the group. Hene, we may look instead at the omplement of the
open subset. That omplement an then be stratied (typially by imposing various kinds of
singular sets) and for eah stratum the data speifying it an be put in standard position (whih
just means a redution of the struture group). A stratum with data in xed position an then
be embedded as an open subset of a linear spae with group ation and one is again redued
to onsidering the omplement. Unfortunately the number of strata that one must onsider
very quikly beomes large so I shall be somewhat skethy as my aim is only to illustrate the
tehnique.
Example: We shall need to ompute {BΣ2} and {BΣ3}. In [Ek09b℄ we shall prove that in general
{BΣn} = 1 for all n but these ases an be done by hand. As we are going to make that restrition
anyway we assume that the harateristi is dierent from 2 and 3. For Σ2 ∼= {±1} we an embed
it inGm ∈ Zar and hene by Proposition 1.1 we get {BΣ2} = {Gm/±1}{BGm} = {Gm}{BGm}
and 1 = {Gm}{BGm} whih gives {BΣ2} = 1. For BΣ3 we have that the standard representation
divided by the trivial subrepresentation gives an embedding Σ3 ⊂ GL2 ∈ Zar and hene by
Proposition 1.1 we get that {[P1/Σ3]} = {P
1}{BΣ3}. Now, there are three points of P
1
with
non-trivial Σ3-xed points and if U is the omplement of them we have [U/Σ3] = U/Σ3 and
U/Σ3 is P
1
minus one point. Hene if X := P1 \U we have {[P1/Σ3]} = {U/Σ3}+ {[X/Σ3]} =
{P1} − 1 + {[X/Σ3]}. As X onsists of three points permuted by Σ3 aording to the standard
permutation representation and hene [X/Σ3] ∼= BΣ2 and by what we just proved {[X/Σ3]} = 1
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and thus {[P1/Σ3]} = {P
1} and thus we get {P1} = {P1}{BΣ3} and as {P
1} = L − 1 it is
invertible so we get {BΣ3} = 1.
Let M be the algebrai stak of smooth and proper genus 1 urves with a polarisation of
degree 3. Here polarised means a urve together with a line bundle. To the universal pair
(C →M,L) we assoiate the rank 3 vetor bundle π∗L (where π is the projetion C →M). The
frame bundle E of π∗L is spatial, in fat the spae of non-singular ubi forms in three variables,
and we have that M is the stak quotient [E/GL3]. Now, let V be the spae of ubi forms and
V ′ the losed subspae of singular ubi forms. Thus we have
L
10{GL3}
−1 = {[V/GL3]} = {[V
′/GL3]}+ {M}
and as the left hand side is known, we fous attention on {[V ′/GL3]}. To ontinue we assume,
for simpliity, that chark 6= 2, 3. Inside of V ′ we have the open subset V ′1 of ubis with exatly
one singular point. In turn V ′1 an be divided up into to the nodal part V
′
n, the open subset
where the singular lous is redued and the uspidal part V ′c , where also the seond derivatives
of the ubi vanish at the singular point. In both ases one may x a point, (0:1:0), and let
U ′n and U
′
c be the set of ubis having the xed point as unique singular point whih is nodal
resp. uspidal. In the nodal ase the singular lous gives a setion and from that it easily
follows that the natural map U ′n → [V
′
n/GL3] is smooth and surjetive and from that one gets an
isomorphism [U ′n/G] −˜→ [V
′
n/GL3], where G is the stabiliser in GL3 of the xed point. Similarly,
in the uspidal ase, the vanishing of the ubi, the rst and the seond derivatives denes a
setion giving an isomorphism [U ′c/G] −˜→ [V
′
c/GL3]. These isomorphisms of staks of ourse
give equalities {[U ′n/G]} = {[V
′
n/GL3]} and {[U
′
c/G]} = {[V
′
c/GL3]} and we an then make a
reassembly: We let U ′1 be the spae of ubis with a unique singularity at the xed point and we
then get
{[U ′1/G]} = {[U
′
n/G]}+ {[U
′
c/G]} = {[V
′
n/GL3]}+ {[V
′
c/GL3]} = {[V
′
1/GL3]}.
Continuing we let U be the linear spae of ubis with a singular point at (0:1:0) so that U ′1 is
an open subset of U . Again we get that {[U/G]} = L7{G}−1, as G ∈ Zar being the extension
of groups that are, (and as sheme G ∼= GL2 ×GL1 ×A
2
so that {G} = {GL2}{GL1}L
2
). We
are therefore redued to onsidering the omplement U ′′ of U ′1 in U . Going bak to an earlier
redution we also need to onsider the omplement V ′′ of V ′1 in V
′
. This leads to the following
ases:
• We have a stratum W in V onsisting (geometrially) of three distint lines not all passing
through a point. As {[W/GL3]} = {W}{GL3}
−1
it is enough to ompute {W}. Letting
W be the quotient of W by the ation by the salars, the quotient map W → W is a
Gm-torsor so we have {W} = (L − 1){W} and it will be enough to ompute {W}. We
have a map from W ′, the spae of linearly independent triples of vetors (a.k.a. invertible
matries) in (A3)3, to W , given by thinking of the vetors as linear forms and multiplying
them together. We an at by the semi-diret produt H := G3m ⋉ Σ3 on W
′
, multiplying
eah vetor by an invertible salar and permuting the three vetors. The ation is free
and we have W = W ′/H . The ation is also isomorphi to left multipliation of H on
GL3, where H is identied with the normaliser of the group of diagonal matries in GL3.
Hene we get from (1.1:ix) that {W} = {BH}{GL3} and it remains to ompute {BH}.
For that we onsider the natural linear ation of H on V = k3. As usual we have that
{[V/H ]} = L3{BH}. The diagonal matries of H at freely and transitively on the open
subset V0 of V dened by all oordinates being non-zero. This gives that [V0/H ] ∼= BΣ3
and we have already notied that {BΣ3} = 1. We then look at the stratum V1 where
exatly one oordinate is zero. Again H ats transitively so that [V1/H ] is isomorphi to
the lassifying stak of the stabiliser of (1, 1, 0) say. This stabiliser is isomorphi to Σ2×Gm
so that {[V1/H ]} = {BΣ2}{BGm}. We have however shown that {BΣ2} = 1. Similarly, for
V2 the lous where exatly two oordinates are zero we get [V2/H ] ∼= BG
2
m and we nally
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get a ontribution {BH} from [{0}/H ]. Moving over this last term to the left hand side
of {[V/H ]} = L3{BH} we get a formula for (L3 − 1){BH} and as L3 − 1 is invertible in
K0(Stckk) we get a formula for {BH}, more preisely we get that {BH} = (L− 1)
3
.
• For U we need to onsider three distint lines two of whih passes through a xed point.
The analysis is altogether similar to the previous one.
• We have one stratum onsisting of a line and a smooth quadri (resp. with a singular point
at a xed point). We an plae the line in standard position and ompare the spae of
non-singular quadris (in the seond ase passing through a xed point) with the linear
spae of all quadris. The spae of singular quadris is then easily analysed.
• We have the ase of a double line and another distint line and a triple line. The analysis
is somewhat simplied by the fat that we work in harateristi dierent from 2 and 3
whih means that the map ℓ 7→ ℓ2 from lines to quadris is an immersion (and similarly
for ubes).
One may indeed go through all the alulations to get an expliit formula for {M}. One
ould also argue as follows: We an hek quite easily that eah ontribution to the result is a
rational funtion in L in K0(Stckk) = K0(Spck)
′
. We an the use the fat that χc is injetive
on suh rational funtions, indeed it is lear that if Σi≤Naiq
i = 0 where the ai are integers and
q = χc(L) then ai = 0, and hene it is enough to determine χc({M}) ∈ K
pol
0 (Cohk) as a rational
funtion in χc(L). By Theorem 2.5 this an be done by taking the ordinary Euler harateristi
with ompat support. Furthermore,M is a smooth stak so the ohomology of ompat support
is dual to the ordinary ohomology. Now, if M0,1 is the stak of smooth proper genus 1 urves
with a distinguished point we have a map M0,1 →M given by (E, p) 7→ (E,O(3p)). It is lear
that it indues an isomorphism on ohomology with harateristi zero oeients. Hene, we
get that χc({M}) = χc({M0,1}) = χc(L) and we onlude that {M} = L.
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